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The rise of Artificial Intelligence in recent years have posed a challenge to the architectural community. How
will this novel technology impact our profession? This Thesis section interrogates the rise of AI from two
distinct directions: The implication for the discourse of the discipline and the technical know how to make an
impact as an architect in the emerging ecology of AI applications.
Can AI’s learn how to design?
Architecture students learn about the nature of their discipline primarily through ingesting thousands and
thousands of images. Similar to Neural Networks students experience a training by an incriminator (in this
case the Architecture Faculty) as of how to differentiate between different styles, architects and exemplary
projects. Considering this, it is apparent that the discipline will experience developments which are currently
visible in areas like medical diagnosis, accounting, banking and law, who employ similar techniques of
learning. The question remains as of how much human agency and creativity can be emulated by Artificial
Intelligence - or if this is at all a goal. The provocation in this thesis section pertains to the question wither
AI’s are able to develop an individual and novel sensibility. Can AI’s be creative? Which impacts does this
question have to the discipline? Does it produce genuinely new architectural solutions?
De-Mystifying AI
In close collaboration with Michigan Robotics students will learn how to program their own Neural
Networks, and Methods to train them to perform specific tasks. This training is designed to inform students
profoundly about the workings of AI applications, and to de-mystify the nature of Neural Networks. This not
only provides students with a major advantage towards their competition in the upcoming years, but it will
also make them more aware as of how AI is currently starting to shape their environment, and how these
technologies are even shaping their lives in sometimes unexpected ways. Wither in regards of social
engagement, politics, economy and even material behavior. The main plot twist here is the application of a
novel technique, exclusively developed at Taubman college in collaboration with Michigan robotics, that
involves the individual student’s ideas, desires and sensibilities in order to train an AI to produce architectural
results in 3D.
Group Work
Group work is part of the studio culture of this thesis section. Ideally groups of three students will work
together on the development of a thesis proposal and the development of the intellectual and technical
framework of the thesis.
Travel
The studio will travel to Tokyo Japan, to visit some of the leading AI companies developing an array of novel
AI applications that reach from real estate, medical and social applications to art and design. In addition,
students can experience the nature of a society that increasingly embraces Artificial Intelligence as part of their
social texture. Dates: October 28th to November 4th (Tentative)
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Many of us hold categories and valuations of “work”
that are based on increasingly outdated 20th century
assumptions regarding what should qualify as
compensated productivity. This model is approximated
as a relationship between individuals and organizations—
individuals provide labor to organizations, and are then
compensated as a result. Within this model we have
established typologies of work, which are often linked
with typologies of architecture: blue collar jobs tend
to happen in factories, white collar jobs in offices, and
direct-to-consumer sales associates operate within
commercial spaces.
And yet, massive disruptions to these relationships
and their correlate spaces are both being forecasted
and observed in real time. Automation continues to
replace the blue collar worker, while increasingly reliable
telecommunications allow many white collar workers to
telecommute. Commercial spaces are under threat of
extinction due to the affordability and convenience of
online sales. In the face of these pressures and others,
there are increasingly urgent calls to forgo our 20th
century tendencies to value and compensate individuals
via a narrow-band definition of economic productivity.
Ideas such as Universal Basic Income are now common
within public discourse, and the role of care-giving for
one’s family or friends is being questioned as labor that
should go uncompensated. Simply put, the cultural
definitions of what qualifies as “work” are shifting,
whether we like it or not.
If we are to tackle and explore the implications of this
cultural shift from the architectural perspective, we
must do so rooted in a rigorous understanding of the
spatial and material realities of the built environment.
What kinds of space are needed for particular types of
work? How do offices, factories, or other typologies,
respond to technological shifts over time, or change
based on the size of an organization? What are the
material tectonics currently used to produce spaces
of work, and how can we understand these as systems
which scale as pre-fabricated assemblies or kits of
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parts? Is it
possible to
design spaces
of work that
can be fluidly
repurposed into
other programs as
the needs of society
change over time?
Using intensive precedent analysis, we will tackle the
above questions in a benchmarking process. We will
work to understand the interplay of material tectonics,
logistical processes of construction, and the cultures
that are sponsored by the resultant spaces. We will visit
wildly different spaces of work, from banal office parks
to skyscrapers to the latest campuses of Silicon Valley.
We will simultaneously engage with the most salient
trends predicted in the coming decades, exploring
topics of global development, climate change, artificial
intelligence and automation, and the most compelling
cultural vectors on the horizon. We will design not
only the spaces of work, but engage their logics of
construction, aided by the expertise of our collaborators
in VINCI Construction. Together, we will explore how
materials come together to support culture, and find
answers to the question: What is the future of work?

NOTE:
As an Applied Research Thesis, the work of this studio
will be developed as a research and design team, geared
toward a cohesive exhibition and/or publication.
This section will travel to San Francisco, October 25-29,
subsidized by the college by $500 per student.
There is the additional potential of travel to Paris, FR in
Winter semester, pending funding and studio discussions.

Civic
Futures
Four trends will reshape cities and buildings in
the near future: increasing urbanization, rising
climate, declining trust in public institutions, and increasing processing power.
As an emerging architect, it is your job to
make sure that these trends converge
to produce empowering and inspiring
places that are truly here for everyone.
In the Civic Futures thesis group
we will focus on 21st century institutions. Our work will be human-centered,
technology-obsessed, and optimistic.
Society has moved on from industrial
norms, but our institutions seem to be limping
into the future. As technologists increasingly
turn their focus to cities and buildings, they
are challenging the norms of society (and
the discipline of architecture). While architects fixate on spaces, technologists
and entrepreneurs more often understand space to be merely an aspect of
larger digital services and experiences.
The architects that thrive in this
environment are ones who stretch their
work to take into account scales both
larger and smaller than the building itself,
while being adept at working with diverse
collaborators, and literate in questions of technology, governance, equity, and economy.
As Cedric Price once said, "technology
is the answer, but what was the question?"
In the Civic Futures thesis group, you will
answer that question for yourself and
demonstrate your perspective through
a sustainable and joyous proposal for
a new institution of your own design.
Architects today must become adept at working between silos and scales
to develop multidisciplinary visions that
help the public imagine a future worth fighting for. This is the work of Civic Futures.
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Fall Term
During Fall term we will research
emerging technologies, speculate on
their architectural and urban implications, and analyze “micro institutions”
operating at neighborhood scale.
Students will work collaboratively on
research and independently to refine
their voice as architects. Weekly
meetings of this thesis development
seminar will be a mix of guest lectures,
discussions, desk research, in-class
activities, and short design sprints.
Students will be introduced to Service
design, strategic design, futures/foresight, human-centered design methods.
When
Fridays 1-4pm
Will include one intensive weekend workshop (dates TBD)
Travel
No travel during Fall term. Students may elect to travel individually in support of their thesis
projects during the Winter term.
Attitude
Civic Futures will be challenging,
probably humorous at times, perhaps humbling, but it will not be
snarky. Inquisitive minds will excel.
Winter Term Overview
During Winter term students will build
on their research to develop individual
proposals for a micro institution of their
own design. These may involve aspects
of today’s libraries, town halls, local
logistics centers, energy generation
and storage facilities, and so on, but
they will not be today’s institutions. As
students develop their final projects,
the architectural scale will feature
prominently but will not end there.
Students will be asked to consider the
new rituals and experiences offered
by their micro institution, at both the
individual and neighborhood scale.
Research Themes
Including: Robotic logistics, Autonomous mobility, Mesh networks, and
other select aspects of technology that
will aﬀect the experience and form of
buildings and cities directly. Digital Democracy, Distributed decision making,
Crowd funding, Socialized risk mitigation, and other aspects of collective
will and action. Boba shops, Hardware
stores, Parks, Porches, Online forums,
Bus stops, Benches, Health clinics, Post
offices, Apartment building lobbies,
and other forms of micro infrastructure that support and enhance human
life in the shared space of our cities.
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REASSEMBLING THE EARTH

Mingyang Xia, Infra Oasis in Reassembling the Earth studio, 2018.

The thesis se tion in estigates media te hnologies that la e the narrati e of limate hange, a story
that is diffi ult both to tell and to hear, at the enter of the theater of the orld. Gi en that limate issues
are un re resentable in their s ale, their om le ity, and their duration, then erha s ar hite tural
re resentations be it giganti dra ings or model miniatures of the Earth, animations or stage sets
an resent these on erns to the senses. Su h re assembling of the Earth see s to en a sulate that
hi h s ientifi rationali ation alone has failed to ommuni ate and mobili e. ontrary to
re resentations of a eleration, the thesis se tion see s to rodu e artifa ts that res ond to the slo
iolen e of the Anthro o ene and the great a eleration of global media y le in hat one might
er ei e as a form of slo media.
hat might su h media te hnology for the age of the limate
hange loo li e
here an it find its ubli s Ho might ertain inds of de i es disturb, startle, or
delight us into ne
ays of thin ing and feeling the Earth

FICTITIOUS SPACE
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Architects and fiction writers share a lot in common. Architects design fictions by inventing new worlds, and novelists create
sympathetic settings for their stories. In this seminar we will examine the many different ways in which architecture has appeared
in literature, write stories of our own, and use architectural techniques to translate literary space into material form.
In a certain sense, all buildings present fictions, though some do so more intentionally than others. For example at the Ise Shrine
in Japan, two versions of the same building are dismantled and reconstructed every twenty years to tell a story about death
and rebirth. In the baroque French gardens at Vaux le Vicomte, anamorphic techniques distort relative distances to de-center
the experience of perceiving subjects. More recently, in a contemporary Swiss museum, Valerio Olgiati designed a bifurcated
circulation route to take visitors on two parallel, but independent journeys through the same exhibit.
Fictitious portrayals of architecture sometimes influence how we understand our physical surroundings even more than actual
buildings. China Mieville’s novel, The City and The City, is set in a divided post-war European city where two previously warring
populations are forced to coexist while obeying one of two mutually exclusive spatial codes that require them to “un-see” one
another. J. G. Ballard’s story “The Overloaded Man,” chronicles the demise of a solitary man living in a minimal Modernist
housing complex who teaches himself to “switch off” the significance of everything he sees. And in Patricia Highsmith’s story
“Black House,” a group of men brag to one another about their various conquests by using an abandoned house at the center of
a their town as a symbolic receptacle for their fantasies and lies.
The semester will begin with us reading and discussing numerous short stories and essays steeped in spatial ideas, and continue
with each student selecting a narrative theme for further investigation. The seminar will conclude with the presentation of a short
story written by each student, accompanied by visual material, such as photographs, drawings, and maps. The studio portion of
the year will focus upon the development of the architectural aspects of the story into a clearly formulated design proposition that
both accompanies, and stands apart from, the written narrative.
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NEST HiLo Shell Roof, 2017, Block
Research Group, prototype, Image by
Michael Lyrenmann.

Concrete, one of the most consumed material in the world next to water, has diverse associations
culturally, politically, and socially in the modern period. Contemporary technology today is redefining
how concrete is shaped, allowing for material efficiency in formwork production as well as more
sustainable approaches to address climate related impact. This thesis course will explore concrete at
the intersection of advanced computational/digital fabrication technology and physical prototyping, to
examine the contingencies that shape design and construction. Over the course of the year, students
will develop form-finding techniques in design, integrating concepts in topology optimization, graphic
statics, and polyhedral geometry to leverage various techniques in fabrication to produced full-scale
projects. Students will develop various methodologies to work through different phases of design and
prototyping, testing design options based on fabrication and material constraints.
The fall semester will focus on casting exercises and computational design workshops to hone the
foundational skills necessary to conduct work in the design studios in the winter term. It is expected
that students work in teams given the nature of what concrete production involves. This thesis section
is collaboratively taught with Wes McGee, where students registered for this section will also enroll in his
Advanced Digital Fabrication Seminar (ARCH 571) during the winter term. The fall semester will include
a trip to SOM Chicago, coinciding with the Chicago Architecture Biennale as well as a trip to Shanghai
in January. Travel related costs as well as material cost associated with this studio’s production will be
supported through SOM’s sponsored gift. SOM will engage this thesis group throughout the year, linking
professional practice support and consultation with academia through regular workshops and reviews.
SOM’s involvment will be a great opportunity for students to gain industry insights into applied research
in design, all the while, developing experimental processes for advancing concrete innovations.
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“Rather than determining our situation, we might better say that media are our situation.”
– W.J.T. Mitchell and Mark B.N. Hansen, Introduction to Critical Terms for Media Studies
“Our media cities have been, and still are, both ether and ore, code and clay.”
– Shannon Mattern, Code + Clay...Data + Dirt
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THESIS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR: URBAN DESIGN IN THE PACIFIC RIM
Instructor:
Class hours:
Seminar room:
Office hours:

Roy Strickland, Professor of Architecture (granite@umich.edu)
Fridays 1pm-4pm
2210
Tuesdays 12pm-1pm (for appointments email granite@umich.edu)

This fall-term seminar which leads to a winter-term urban-design thesis studio serves as the prototype
for a potential multi-year TCAUP research and design effort addressing cities that are part of the Pacific
Rim, a trans-continental region undergoing rapid transformation as part of global economic, social, and
environmental changes.
The fall seminar is divided into three sections:
1. Bibliographical readings and discussions regarding urbanism and urban design led by instructor
and participants. (September and October)
2. Case studies of major examples of cities and urban design in the Pacific Rim. Examples can be
drawn from but are not limited to Santiago, Chile; Lima, Peru; Medellin, Colombia; Mexico City,
Mexico; Los Angeles, USA; San Francisco, USA; Vancouver, Canada; Tokyo, Japan; Singapore;
Seoul, South Korea; Beijing, China; Shanghai, China; Guangzhou, China; Hong Kong, China;
Sidney, Australia. (November and December)
3. Formulation of questions and design approaches for thesis winter-term urban design projects.
(Ongoing)
The winter thesis studio will likely focus on urban districts under development in China’s capital, Beijing,
a city undergoing a dynamic process of transformation. In both fall and winter terms, students will
interact with one or more representatives of AECOM/Beijing, a leading branch of the world’s largest
architecture and urban-design firm, through long-distance communications.
A seven- to 10-day trip to Beijing early in winter term is planned for site reconnaissance and research.

University of Michigan
Taubman College of Architecture + Urban Planning
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Yellow, Canary’ed
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Yellow, Canary’ed
Introduction
An architectural thesis can be set in relation to a treatise, a manifesto, design research, and/ or experimental design. It
requires taking up a position and advancing critical insight about specific issues within the context of the discipline of
architecture. Generally, thesis can be described as focused and propositional work on a set of germane questions,
advanced by establishing an approach, through design research and even innovation—frequently working without a
pre-determined destination. The relevance, and ethics of the questions, their relations to the history of ideas and the
quality of participation with them, paramount. A thesis construction requires designing the means for research,
producing work and often requires transformation. It understands its context, its position relative to the context and
proposes insight, difference, or a critical take relative to the questions, issues and production of the thesis.
A thesis engages disciplinary questions while a project is often motivated by professional protocols. A thesis is often
structurally pursued while a project is normally program driven. A thesis has unknown destinations while a projects
destiny is normally pre-determined. A thesis requires transformational processes and a project usually follows a linear
development. A thesis is participatory while a project is often hermetic. And a thesis is a speculative provocation, while
a project is frequently driven by problem solving.
Yellow, Canary’ed will be an active thesis construction—think-tank like, pleasurably intense. We will trade on history,
theory and allied areas, focusing on design at multiple levels. The content for the thesis year will be developed by each
student and might emanate from any number of places—to be clear, there is no overall content, thematic, or technique
overlay in Yellow, Canary’ed. For example, you could chase: liquid living technologies; questions surrounding gender
equity, philosophy and critical theory; material computation and prototyping; queer and monstrous ecologies;
responsive and adaptive design, story-telling, up-cycling and alternative notational systems; or architectural education,
perhaps all simultaneously.
In addition to the primary thesis components (identified below) we will target 6 key areas: 1. Broadening how you
conceptualize an approach. 2. Developing increased understanding about how to work—14 design methods will be
exposed and representation techniques broadened; 3. Analogic thinking; 4. Establishing the tone(s), or character of
the work; 5. Diversifying the means of delivery; and importantly 6. Locating the work in relation to specific disciplinary
architectural questions. An appropriate scope, fitness of issues, means of production and delivery are critical in your
thesis constructions.
In the fall we will set up core areas for a thesis construction: initiating thesis interests; identifying various strains of
theses; teasing out the context of your interests; framing and conceptualizing an approach for the work; identifying roles
of the key players in the thesis construction; exposing diverse design methods and a range of representation
techniques; possible means of delivery for a thesis; and structural extensions of the work beyond thesis. Importantly,
we will develop the scope and stakes of the work, tone and the ‘leave’—how to take the next shot, in school and beyond.
Specifically, the work for the fall term includes: ‘Cross-Breeds’, ‘Speculative Scenarios’, ‘Speculative Scenarios, Again’,
‘Entourage’, ‘Mechanics of Engagement’, ‘Studio Brief’ and ‘Thesis Operating Manual’, all aimed at constructing your
thesis. This work will be supplemented by three other pieces of work: ‘Proto_Speciation v.01, v.02 + v.03’, targeted at
thickening understanding about how we produce work, specifically by getting under the metaphorical digital, analog
and composite hoods while developing speculative work.
The education of architects is tricky business—it is at a critical juncture. Architectural education should open eyes and
minds to that which is conceptually, philosophically and materially possible, provoking the blossoming of one’s
conceptual and spatial imagination. Accordingly, in Yellow, Canary’ed we will establish relevant positions, augmenting
accepted norms while inspiring burning curiosities through a belief that imaginative thinking, spatial speculation and
critical reflection, through the agencies of design, can be taught. We will pleasurably chase the most yellowed, canary.
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